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Abstract. This paper explores the innovation literature by focusing on technological evolution and revolu-
tion. Technological evolution is viewed in three perspectives: 1. the best time for new businesses to enter into
markets, 2. the incumbents’ response to the challenge from an entrant, and 3. the mortality of firms in an
industry. The characteristics of each perspective are described in detail. The emphasis on the technological
revolution is viewed as the comparison between sustaining technology versus disruptive technology. Critical
success factors in New Product Development (NPD) projects are also described to look at how the differ-
ences of factors for achieving the success between NPD projects and other projects are. Finally, this research
concludes that the alignment between NPD projects and innovation could be examined.
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1 Introduction

Project management is being significantly studied in literature because of the increasing interest from
industry to use this technique in their operations. Researches are even more emerging on this field trying
to explain the different aspect in the conceptualization, planning, development, and conclusions of projects.
However, there is a type of projects that even though it follows the phases of the regular project lifecycle;
the aspects that build these projects are applied differently than those regular projects. These types of projects
are New Product Development (NPD) projects. Since measuring the success of any project is critical, there
is a more increased significance when measuring the success of NPD projects, because new products are
being released; and organizations need them to have quality in a timely manner. Therefore, the significance
to understand and identify what are the factors of success that affect NPD projects; and the innovation behind
those new products. The following sections will describe the exploration in the literature of the elements and
topics related to the identification and understanding of the critical success factors of NPD projects and the
relationship with Innovation. The conceptual model and propositions will then be proposed. The paper is
ended with conclusion and future recommendation.

2 Factors affecting the success of NPD projects

The environment between NPD projects and other projects is different, so that that the expectation of
critical factors for NPD projects and others are not the same[18]. Therefore, there are the needs pertaining to
look carefully at what factors affecting the success of NPD project really are.
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Product quality concerns how good product is, customer needs, robust, and reliable. It is also reflected in
market share and price that customers are willing to pay. Qualities such as “user friendly,” “easy to clean,” or
“solid feel” can have a great influence on product sales, but they resist accurate description. Quality standards,
such as ISO 9001, and governmental regulations can be used to measure specification in a product’s attribute.
To ensure quality standards, for example, the checkpoints and metrics focusing on quality of execution are
introduced into the process.

Product cost concerns what the manufacturing cost of product is, capital equipment, tooling, and in-
cremental costs of production. It is also determined profit that firms can gain on a particular sales volume
and price. Product cost can be reduced by increasing effective integration of suppliers into NPD processes.
As Gary Ragatz, Robert Handfield, and Thomas Scannell[19] point out, reduced cost does not automatically
accrue to any NPD team. NPD teams must find the means for designing products so as to result in a cost
advantage. The emphasis is placed on minimizing component and production costs.

Development time indicates how quickly firms receive economic returns from the development team ef-
forts and firms’ responsiveness to competitive forces. A corporate is willing to develop product faster because
it increase sales, beat the competition to the market and can be responsive to changing markets, styles, and
technologies[24, 25]. Fig. 1 illustrates the benefit of early introduction of a product, which can increase its sales
life and market. Early entrants can also enjoy premium pricing and cost advantages from the manufacturing
learning curve as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Increasing sales: the benefit of early introduction of a product[25]

Development cost is another success factor of product development. Development cost indicated “how
much firms have to spend to develop their products[28].” Development cost is usually a major piece of invest-
ment that firms spend to develop their products. Lastly, development capability indicates how firms will be
able to develop product more effectively and economically in the future. Development capability is that de-
velopment teams can develop better products from retaining knowledge and having experience with previous
product development projects.

There are many examples of how these factors can impact on companies’ success. In many indus-
tries, companies have reduced product development time (DT) to approximately half of the time required
previously[25]. In the real case, Chrysler is able to develop cars that are both faster and less expensive than
Ford and General Motors. Hewlett-Packard is able to keep its product line up to date with over half of its
orders coming from products less than two years old. Senco Products has improved time to market which is
continuing to get shorter. However, companies that develop products faster pay the price of extra investment
to get the short cycle time. Smith and Reinertsen[25] suggested the balance point between extra costs of short
cycle time (speed) and extra revenue gained from that speed as shown Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Advantage of early entrants[25]

Fig. 3. The balance point between extra cost of speed and extra revenue gained from speed[25]

Marketing departments; design departments, including engineering design and industrial design (aes-
thetics, ergonomics, etc.); manufacturing departments, including supply chain; environmental (health and
safety) departments; regulators and lead users all influence and contribute to the design and development
of products[16]. There are numerous challenges that product development faces, such as the tradeoffs (how
to maximize the success of the product), the dynamics (how to make decisions in a constantly changing en-
vironment), the details (how to make thousands of decisions in a NPD project), the time pressure (how to
make quick decisions with incomplete information), and the economics (how to make large investments, de-
velop on optimum marketing strategy, implement cost cutting, etc.)[28]. There are human-related challenges
as well, such as the satisfaction of the societal and individual needs, the creation of a physical artifact from an
idea, the team spirit (motivation, co-location, etc.), and team diversity (wide range of skills, talents, training,
experience, personalities, etc.).

Another particular challenge is how to target future product specifications by gathering information from
the evolution of products. Product specifications are “the precise description of what a product has to do[28].”
In general, specifications consist of metrics and values. Metrics are key variables of products and values are a
particular number, a range, or an inequality labeled with the appropriate units (e.g. pounds, dollars, seconds,
etc.).
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Targeting specifications are established immediately after development teams identify customer needs.
Economic analysis and technical benchmarks are performed simultaneously while establishing specifications
to differentiate products from their competitors. The final specifications are developed after products have
gone through the concept selection and testing process. The final specifications also meet the actual techno-
logical constraint such as the technological limits as explained by s-curve, which will be discussed more in the
technological revolution section of this paper. Final specification depends on the details of the product concept
the team eventually selects as well as the trade-offs among various desirable characteristics of the product[28].

Smith and Reinertsen[25] contend that product specification is difficult because it deals with many types
of knowledge such as engineering, marketing, manufacturing, etc. Trade-offs in conflicting requirements for
each product characteristic might be a common solution for establishing specifications as depicted in Fig. 4
below.

Fig. 4. Trade-off between characteristic A and B in a product[25]

They also assert that some specifications are hard to quantify such as user friendliness, ease of use, etc.
They also suggest that specifications should focus on benefits of products that customers can notice rather than
certain features of products where customers cannot see their value. These features might be too technical for
customers to understand. Thus, design specifications for products should benefit customers.

3 Innovation: the framework for technological evaluation and revolution

Our study of innovation is focused on the topics of technological evolution and revolution. This section
begins with technological evolution, which will introduce the various perspectives on this topic.

3.1 Technological evolution

Technological evolution starts with research questions: how does a company innovate and how does its
response to innovative ideas change as the company grows and matures? How does the character of its inno-
vation change as a successful enterprise matures? How do other companies change to enhance innovation as
they grow and prosper[3]? Technological observation of everyday products such as light bulbs and ergonomic
computer keyboards can also prepare people to think of evolution as the reason behind similarities and dif-
ferences among innovations[14]. We may suspect that certain features of light bulbs and ergonomic computer
keyboards were inevitable, but which features were path dependent?

A case study in videocassette recorders (VCR) by Rosenbloom and Cusumano[21] define the early stage
of technological evolution as “technological pioneering,” or “the development of an emerging technology in
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pursuit of future commercial opportunity.” The pioneers’ efforts resulted in the birth of a major industry, the
manufacture of VCRs for the mass consumer market.

Technological evolution can be viewed from three perspectives: 1.) the best time for new businesses to
enter markets, 2.) the incumbents’ response to the challenge from an entrant, and 3.) the mortality of firms in
an industry. The characteristics of each perspective are described as follows:

(1) The first perspective: The best time for new businesses to enter market
When the growth and profitability of corporations is the ultimate goal, entering new businesses into mar-

kets may be an important means of reaching that goal[20]. Which market should be targeted and how the firm
entering this market can avoid failure and maximize gain are the fundamental issues that every corporation
faces. Roberts and Berry[20] propose a framework of strategies for considering and answering these ques-
tions. Their framework suggests “optimum entry strategies” for attractive new business opportunities based
on the corporate position in the familiarity matrix. The matrix is shown in Fig. 5 below (note: arrows indicate
transition over time):

Fig. 5. Optimum Entry Strategy[20]

The familiarity matrix is a tool for selecting entry strategies, and is based on company familiarity with
potentially attractive new business areas. A spectrum of strategies ranges from those that require high corpo-
rate involvement, such as internal development or acquisition, to those that require only low involvement, such
as venture capital. The concepts of the matrix are based on a corporation’s familiarity with the technology and
market aspects of a new business area. The corporation’s familiarity, then, is related to optimum entry strategy.

Past literature identifies a wide range of approaches available for entering new business areas. Roberts
and Berry[20] summarize the prior entry mechanisms and their advantages and disadvantages as shown in Tab.
1 below:

(2) The second perspective: The incumbents respond to the challenge from an entrant
In every industry studied, the old technology continued to be improved and reached its highest stage

of technical development after new technology was introduced, such as ice making versus refrigeration and
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Table 1. Entry Mechanisms: Advantages and Disadvantages[20]

New Business Development
Mechanisms Major advantages Major Disadvantages

Internal Developments Use existing resources
Time lag to break even
tends to be long (on
average eight years)

Acquirisitions Rapid market entry
New business area may be
unfamiliar to parent

Licensing
Rapid access to proven
technology Reduces financial
exposure

Not a substitute for internal
technical competence
Not proprietary technology
Dependent upon licensor

Internal Ventures
Use existing resources May
enable a company to hold
a talented entrepreneur

Mixed record of success
Corporation’s internal climate
often unsuitable

Joint Ventures or
Alliances

Technological/ marketing
unions can exploit small/large
company synergies

Potential for conflict
between partners

Venture Capital and
Nurturing

Can provide window on
new technology or market

Unlikely along to be
a major stimulus of
corporate growth

Educational Acquisitions Provide window and initial staff
Higher initial financial commitment
than venture capital Risk
of departure of entrepreneurs

steam ships versus sail ships. Most incumbent firms tried to participate in the new technology, but most who
did so failed. Incumbent firms tend to not recognize the shortcomings of the new technology[9, 29].

Cooper and Schendel[9] suggest that when the incumbents face challenges from an entrant with new
technologies, managers of incumbents should carefully consider commitments to the new technologies that
are often pioneered by new firms. Consequently, they might need to recognize the different strategic require-
ments for success in the new field. This may be a way to acquire not only technical capabilities, but also an
organization that is attuned to competition in the new field.

However, if the incumbents spend too much time in considering their commitments to a new technology
after the emergence of the dominant design, it is virtually impossible to success. A dominant design constitutes
industry agreement on the attributes of a design that holds overwhelming market share. It also tends to be
an accumulation of prior innovations. A dominant design is not necessarily the best design in individual
performance categories. For instance, the DC-3 aircraft was a dominant design for the most economical, fast,
and long-distance plane, but it was not the largest, fastest or longest-range aircraft[16].

Utterback[30] views a dominant design as the best available design that meets the market demands such
as Microsoft Windows. Another perspective of a dominant design is an adequate design that is supported by a
major player such as the IBM-PC. Examples of dominant designs are listed in Tab. 2 below.

The evolution of designs is path dependent as shown in Fig. 6 below. There are two technological trajec-
tories in the figure. “A technological trajectory is the path of technical progress established by the choice of
a core technical concept at the outset[31].” A dominant design is the outcome resulting from the evolution of
designs and prior series of technical choices[31].

Dominant designs are not necessarily optimalDominant designs are not necessarily optimal[31]. For in-
stance, the QWERTY typewriter keyboard became an effective standard, but it may not have been an ideal
choice for optimal performance. We now know how to design better key layouts. However, it is very difficult
to move from a well-established trajectory (keyboard standard) to a different one. For instance, the QW-
ERTY typewriter keyboard became an effective standard, but it may not have been an ideal choice for optimal
performance. We now know how to design better key layouts. However, it is very difficult to move from a
well-established trajectory (keyboard standard) to a different one.

(3) The third perspective: The mortality of firms in an industry (ecological vs. evolutional models)
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Fig. 6. Designs hierarchies and dominant designs[31]

Table 2. A list of dominant designs by industry

Industry Dominant design Date Source
Typewriter Underwood’s Model 5; 1906 Engler[10]

Hess’s innovations
Automobile All steel, closed body 1923 Fabris[11]

Abernathy[1]

Television 21-inch set; 1952
John Rydz;
Television Factbook[22]

Adoption of RCA’s technical standards

TV tubes All-glass, 21-inch tube 1956
John Rydz;
Television Factbook[22]

Transistor Planar transistor 1959
Tilton[26];
Braun and MacDonald[6]

Integrated circuit Multiple designs in rapid succession Dataquest; Flaherty
Electronic calculator Calculator on a chip 1971 Majumdar[17]

Supercomputers
Dominant Design not yet identified, but
Utterbeck and Suraze speculate it will be
a variant of the hypercube architecture

Afuah and
Utterback[4]

Firms that enter an industry after the dominant design’s period have little chance to survive. After a
dominant design is introduced, it increases the mortality of other firms within an industry[3, 31]. Abernathy and
Utterback[3] proposed the evolutional models (innovation pattern) to categorize industrial evolution into three
phases: fluid, transition, and specific. The evolutional model is shown in Fig. 7 below.

Fig. 7 shows that the introduction of a dominant design triggers the shift from product to process innova-
tion and from transition to specific phase. Tab. 3 summarizes the three phases of innovation patterns in various
categories.

Hannan and Freeman[15] contend that the concepts of organizational ecology can be compared with the
evolutionary model by Abernathy and Utterback, to see how both concepts are relevant in terms of manage-
ment. Tab. 4 shows the comparison of these two ideas. The organizational ecology and evolutionary model
predict both firm rigidity and a high firm mortality in mature industries. The organizational ecology does not
base its argument on industry structure. On the contrary, the evolutionary model (the Abernathy-Utterback
model) provides an in-depth insight into industry structure that is based on innovation.

The organizational ecology and evolutionary model predict both firm rigidity and a high firm mortality
in mature industries. The organizational ecology does not base its argument on industry structure. On the
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Table 3. The Fluid, Transitional, and Specific Phase of Industrial Evolution[3]

Category Fluid Phase Transition Phase Specific Phase
Competitive
Emphasis

Functional product
performance Product variation Cost reduction

Innovation
stimulated by

Information on users’
needs and users’
technical input

Opportunity created by
expanding internal tech-
nical capability

Pressure to reduce cost
and improve quality

Predominant
Type of
Innovation

Frequent major
changes in
product

Major process changes
required by rising
volume

Incremental for product
and process, with
cumulative improvement
in productivity and
quality

Product Line
Diverse: often includes
custom designs

Includes at least some
product design stable
enough to have
significant production
volume

Mostly undifferentiated
standard products

Production
Processes

Flexible and inefficient:
Change is easy

Becoming more rigid with
changes occurring in major
steps

Efficient, capital-intensive
and rigid: Cost of change
is high

Equipment
General purpose,
requiring highly skilled
labor

Some processes automated:
“islands of automation”

Special-purpose,
mostly automatic; labor
tasks mainly moni
-toring and control

Materials
Inputs are limited to
generally available
materials

Specialized materials may
be demanded from some
suppliers

Demand for specialized
materials: Vertical
integration is an
alternative

Plant
Small scale, located
near user or source of
technology

General purpose with
special sections

Large-scale, highly specific
to particular products

Organizational
Control

Informal and
entrepreneurial

Through liaison relation-
ships, projects and
task groups

Through emphasis on
structure, goals
and rules

Table 4. Organizational ecology versus evolutionary models

Organizational Ecology[15] Evolutionary Model[3]

Organizations choose niches and
adapt to them.

Managers make decisions that
influence the organizational
environment.

Organizational mortality is
proportional to the number of
competitors in an environment.

Organizations can become rigid.

Most competitors die early.
Management can make decisions
in response to environmental
shifts.

Organizations become rigid.
Some of these decisions are
irreversible.

Management can do little to respond
to a shift in the organizational
environment.

The evolution of industries is
path dependent.
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Fig. 7. The evolutional model

contrary, the evolutionary model (the Abernathy-Utterback model) provides an in-depth insight into industry
structure that is based on innovation.

In conclusion, the evolution of industries is path dependent. These paths (trajectories) can continue for
decades. In addition, the outcome of technological evolution can be suboptimal. In general, small entrants are
more flexible than large incumbents. Incumbents respond to threats by improving the existing technology.

3.2 Technological revolution

Existing routines, old knowledge and perhaps existing organizations may have to be destroyed for new
routines and new knowledge to be created[23]. Long periods of technological evolution may be punctuated
by technological revolutions. One technology may replace another causing a technological discontinuity. A
technological discontinuity occurs when one technology replaces another. This phenomenon can be depicted
as two S-curves that appear in pairs[12]. Together, they represent a technology and a discontinuity that occur
when one technology replaces another as shown in Fig. 8 below.

The S-curve starts with a slow innovation rate since researchers need to build knowledge at the early
stage in an R&D program. The pace of the technological limit (S-curve) is usually slow until this knowledge
has been created. Then, it picks up with accelerated of progress and typically reaches a maximum when
“something like half the technical potential has been realized[13].” After this point, the rate of technological
performance improvement begins to slow due to being constrained by its limits and “diminishing returns set
in [13].” Fig 9 illustrates the concept of this S-curve phenomenon.

Tushman and Anderson[27] studied technological revolutions focusing on patterns of technological
change and the impact of technological breakthroughs (technological discontinuity). They found that “tech-
nology evolves through incremental change that is punctuated by technological breakthroughs that either en-
hance or destroy the competence of firms in an industry[27].” These technological discontinuity breakthroughs
significantly increase both uncertainty and satisfaction within the work environment. The firm-enhancing com-
petences via technological discontinuities are associated with decreased environmental confusion, initiated by
existing firms. They reinforce existing skills. The firm-destroying competences via technological discontinu-
ities are associated with increased environmental confusion, initiated by new firms. They require new skills.
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Fig. 8. The technological discontinuity depicted as a pair of S-curves[12]

Fig. 9. The S-curve Phenomenon[13]

Examples of technological discontinuities can be illustrated in three industries: cement industry, air-
line industry, and minicomputer industry. The cement and minicomputer industries have both competence-
enhancing technological discontinuity and competence-destroying technological discontinuity. However, the
airline industry has only competence-enhancing technological discontinuity because all three periods of dis-
continuities enhanced the competences of existing airlines and Boeing 707 destroyed the competencies of
rival aircraft manufacturers. Overall, effects of technological discontinuities decrease over successive discon-
tinuities and firms that initiate major technological changes grow more rapidly than other firms. In short,
effects of technological discontinuities decrease over successive discontinuities and “firms that initiate major
technological changes grow more rapidly than other firms[27].”

(1) Sustaining Technology versus Disruptive Technology
Different types of technological innovation impact a given industry in different ways[5]. On the one

hand, sustaining technologies improve the performance of established products along the dimensions of
performance that mainstream customers in major markets have historically valued. Product improvement is
desired and anticipated by existing customers and fits within an organization’s existing operating environment.
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On the other hand, disruptive technologies introduce a different product package that has attributes different
from that which mainstream customers historically value. They perform far worse in product performance,
at least in the near-term, and under-perform with respect to established products in mainstream markets.
However, they have other features that add value for new customers or new markets. Those features typically
are cheaper, smaller, simpler, and more convenient to use.

Christensen[7] observes innovation’s dilemmas: management faces decision problems between sustaining
and disruptive technologies. The innovation dilemma is that the decisions by management that make great
firms succeed through sustaining technologies in existing markets will consistently cause them to make a
mistake when facing disruptive technologies. He studied this dilemma in the disk drive industry and discovered
various lessons from incumbent firms. The lessons from the disk drive industry indicate that incumbent firms
listen responsively to their customers and invest aggressively in the technology, product, and manufacturing
capabilities that satisfy their customers’ next-generation needs. Additionally, incumbent firms are pioneers
in developing and commercializing sustaining technologies as well as developing disruptive technologies.
However, incumbent firms are displaced by entrants who commercialize those disruptive technologies.

The innovators’ dilemma caused by the conflicting demands of sustaining and disruptive technologies
can be solved. Managers must first understand what these intrinsic conflicts are. He also suggests that fol-
lowing customers suggestions can sometimes be a fatal mistake. To understand when entrants might have an
advantage over an industry’s incumbent firms in developing and adopting new technologies, Christensen and
Rosenbloom[8] propose the value network to demonstrate an important factor affecting whether incumbent
or entrant firms will successfully innovate. The value network is the context in which a firm identifies and
responds to customers’ needs, solves problems, procures input, reacts to competitors and strives for profits.
The unique rank-ordering of the importance of various product performance attributes defines the boundaries
of a value network.

Additional examples of disruptive technologies are small off-road motorcycles introduced in North
America by Honda, which disrupted Harley-Davidson; mini-mills replaced integrated steel mills; transistors
were a disruptive technology to vacuum tubes; minicomputers were a disruptive technology to mainframe
computers; the HP Inkjet disrupted the HP Laser jet, etc. Christensen’s conclusions are summarized as fol-
lows:

• The pace of progress that markets demand or can absorb may be different from the progress offered by
technology.

• Managing innovation mirrors the resource allocation process.
• Just as there is a resource allocation side to every innovation problem, matching the market to the tech-

nology is another.
• The capabilities of most organizations are far more specialized and context-specific than most managers

are inclined to believe.
• In many instances, the information required to make large and decisive investments in the face of disrup-

tive technology simply does not exist.
• It is not wise to adopt a blanket technology strategy to always be a leader or always a follower.
• There are powerful barriers to entry and mobility that differ significantly from the types defined and

historically focused on by economists[7].

(2) Types of Innovation
Abernathy and Clark[2] classify innovations into four categories along two dimensions. The two dimen-

sions are effects on technology or systems of production and their effects on markets. They depict the pattern
of these two effects with a “transilience” scale. The market transilence scale is in the vertical dimension,
and the technology transilence in the horizontal. The four categories of innovation are Architectural, Niche,
Regular, and Revolutionary. The portrait of innovation types is illustrated in Fig. 10 below:

Architectural innovation defines the basic configuration of product and process. It also establishes the
technical and marketing agendas that will guide subsequent development. Architectural innovation lays down
the broad architecture of the industry. Market niche creation matches customer needs with refinements in
technology. Regular innovation builds on established technical and production competence and is applied
to existing markets and customers. It also can have a strong cumulative effect. Lastly, radical innovation
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Fig. 10. The map of innovation types[2]

renders established technical and production competence obsolete and hitherto is applied to existing markets
and customers. Abernathy and Clark[2] observed that architectural innovation comes first and other types of
innovation follow.

4 Proposed conceptual model

In the previous section, we described 1). factors affecting success of product development research,
and 2). technological evaluation and revolution. As we observed from those streams of research, they offer
complementary and sometimes overlapping insights into product development performance. In this section,
we rely on these insights to provide the basis of a proposed conceptual model.

Key to developing this model is the observation that those streams of research focus on both overlapping
and complementary sets of constructs. The factors affecting success of product development clearly con-
tributes as internal drivers for product development performance. This perspective centers on a very specific,
although important, factors of product development. In contrast, the technological evolution and revolution
has a broader view on product development performance. It views how a product with technology as drivers
in a company evolves and/or replaces other products from other companies in a market. These complemen-
tary focal interests (i.e. internal and external view of product development) suggest that the streams of this
literature are ready for synthesis into an integrative model.

In this section, we craft such a conceptual perspective that summarizes the finding in the literature and
synthesize into an integrative model depicted in Fig. 11.

Based on the integrative model in Fig. 11, three propositions are expressed as follows:

Proposition 1. Technological evolution and revolution are an external driver of NPD projects.

Proposition 2. Factors affecting success of new product development are an internal driver of NPD projects.

Proposition 3. The alignment of NPD and Innovation impacts performance of NPD projects.

These propositions guide the explanation of the alignment of NPD and Innovation. The proposition 1
addresses the external view of product development that involves factors outside a company. The proposition
2 addresses the internal view of product development that a company can control. The proposition 3 suggests
that when the internal and external drivers of product development are aligned, it can impact performance of
NPD projects.
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Fig. 11. An integrative model

5 Conclusion

The concepts of NPD and Innovation are explained in this study. The key concepts are summarized
below:

• The success factors in product development are product quality, product cost, development time, devel-
opment cost, and development capability.

• The innovation concepts on which this study focuses are technological evolution and revolution.
• Technical evolution is viewed in three perspectives: 1. the best time for new business enter into markets,

2. the incumbents’ response to the challenge from an entrant, and 3. the mortality of firms in an industry.
• Technological revolution is focused on the comparison between sustaining technology and disruptive

technology and the types of innovation involved.
• Sustaining technologies improve the performance of established products along the dimensions of per-

formance that mainstream customers in major markets have historically valued. However, disruptive
technologies introduce a different product package that has attributes different from what mainstream
customers value.

• The types of innovation are based on technology and market dimensions. These two dimensions position
innovation in four categories: niche creator innovation, architectural innovation, regular innovation, and
revolutionary innovation.

• The integrative model for NPD and Innovation is presented. The model synthesizes the concepts in liter-
ature and proposes that the alignment of NPD and Innovation can impact NPD performance.

6 Future recommendation

This exploratory literature research highlights what has been written about NPD, the success factors
that allow creating products successfully, and innovation that provide ideas for new products. Future research
should be made studying the relationship between the innovation and the process to create, develop, deploy,
and market new products. In other words, what are the factors that shape-up the fit or alignment between the
innovation process and the project management that leads to new products.
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